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NEW QUESTION: 1
How is ESXi CPU management related to VNX storage performance?
A. CPU is stored on the VNX array
B. CPU ballooning requires storage resources
C. VNX holds CPU paging
D. CPU contention draws cycles from iSCSI
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You work as a Network Administrator for NetTech Inc. The
company has a network that consists of 200 client computers and
ten database servers. One morning, you find that a hacker is
accessing unauthorized data on a database server on the
network. Which of the following actions will you take to
preserve the evidences?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose
three.
A. Prevent the company employees from entering the server room.
B. Preserve the log files for a forensics expert.
C. Detach the network cable from the database server.
D. Prevent a forensics experts team from entering the server
room.
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A developer wants to ensure that each incoming row of fact data
has a corresponding location code from a dimension table. What
should the developer create?
A. Lookup
B. Member determinant
C. Dimensional determinant
D. Identifier
Answer: A
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